Aboard a ship named
Truth, Spyder carries
the Lady Cassandra
on her crusade to stop
the Righteous Order
of Piety Purists from
enslaving the system in
a sexless, joyless existence. But the Pietists
want her dead and will
sacrifice anything and
anyone to kill her.

From fairy tales to
modern legal tradition,
society demands we
love exclusively, even
though many only find
happiness with multiple partners. Linda
finally confronts long
neglected sexual needs
when Phil forces himself on her in Chicago.
But back in Portland,
Her crude attempt
her husband’s insisto pick up the pieces
Their determination to She “writes with autence on monogamy
— enslaving him and
destroy his Lady, her
thority and compassion subjecting him to un- A must read for anyone compels her to choose
ship, and its crew puts about those who live
ethical, unsanctioned, who ever had to learn between his limitations
Spyder’s and everyone within the lifestyle.”— experiments — ignores how to be comfortable and her own insatiable
else’s life at risk.
desires.
in their own skin.
the lines of consent.
Elizabeth Coldwell
Given a choice between
slavery and ostracization, Jessica chooses to
kneel naked before her
department head so she
can continue studying
for her PhD in psychology. That decision takes
her down a dark path
to abuse, exploitation,
and torment of both
her body and her spirit.

When a sweet, intelligent twenty-five year
old with undiagnosed
Asperser and PTSD
seeks help from a ruthless, unscrupulous,
sadistic therapist, she
shatters his psyche and
throws him into a suicidal depression.

Jesse enjoys playing
with dolls and wearing girls’ clothing
and everyone from
his parents to his
teachers, friends, and
neighbors assumes he
will grow up gay. As
an adult, the burden
of those assumptions
hampers his ability to
come to terms with
his sexuality.
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In Geneviéve’s memoir, woven together
with that of a male
slave, draws the reader
into an intense odyssey of sexual expression triumphing over
sexual repression while
delivering fascinating
insight into a different
kind of love.

A collection of essays,
tips, personal experience, and opinion
written from more than
a dozen years of experience advising online
kinksters. “This book
offers vital guidance
on how to sensibly and
safely explore the issues
and the landscape.”

Five sizzling hot stories Six sultry stories
tell a journey of sexual explore sexuality in
exploration and insight. Dominant/submissive
liaisons. Includes the
Includes the awardaward-winning “‘Aunt’
winning “Salt For His Grace,” as well as
Wounds,” as well as
“Family Ties,” “Leather
“The Mercantile,” “The Family,” “Now We See
Things We Do For
Each Other, Said the
Love,” “Paid In Full,” Unicorn,” “Searching,”
and “Renovations.”
and “Taking Control.”

Five sexy stories about
beautiful older women
on the prowl and the
sweet young cubs captured by their allure.
Includes “Benjamin,”
“The Cougar and the
College Boys,” “Festival
of Eros,” “Paddles,” and
“Starting Over.”

Poems about a different kind of love touch
on subjects ranging
from service to control
to heartbreak.

Five steamy stories
about the dark side of
love. Includes “The
Auction,” “B&D Trainee,” “FemDom Fairy
Tale,” “Knife Play,” and
“Pussy Whipped.”

Four sexy stories
about barely legal but
hardly innocent teens.
Includes “Arresting
Development,” “Jail
Bait,” “Teacher’s Pet,”
and “Two Brothers.”

Six sizzling stories of
lesbian lust.
Includes the awardwinning “‘Aunt’
Grace,” as well as
“Commiserate,” “Dental School,” “Empty
Seat,” “Spa Date,” and
“Taking Control.”

Four tantalizing tales
explore Who Tops Who
when dynamic dominants find each other
irresistible.
Includes “Chocolate
Cake,” “FemDom
Fairy Tale,” “Switch,”
and “Theresa.”

Six sexy stories about
Three pairs of sexy
getting a second shot at stories about how
the gold ring.
a Fork in the Road
changes people’s lives
Includes “Back to
and relationships.
School,” “Gordon,”
“Proposal — Tangled
Includes “Said the
Webs,” “Salt For His
Unicorn,” “ProposWounds,” “Spa Date,” als,” and “Winners &
and “Starting Over.”
Losers.”
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Four sizzling hot
FemDom love stories
about women who
come to terms with
their dominant sides
and discover that this
Includes “Theresa,”
makes them more
“Richard,” “Searching,” attractive to the men
and “Jesse.”
they love. Includes
“Blind Date,” “Change
in View,” “Tea Party,”
and “To Serve.”
Four torrid tales show
that sometimes love
takes us strange places
before it brings us
home.

Seven sexy ménage stories with three-somes,
four-somes, five-somes,
and a nine-some.
Includes “The Cougar
and the College Boys,”
“Honeymoon,” “Jail
Bait,” “Market Boy,”
“Nikki’s Birthday,”
“Tribal Fusion,” and “
Two Brothers.”

When someone lists
their relationship as
‘it’s complicated’ on
social media sites,
do you want to ask
them why? Four sexy
stories about tangled
twosomes, including
“Commiserate,” “If
You Love Someone,”
“Lunchtime Lover,”
and “Passion’s Price.”

